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ABSTRACT

Erasure coding schemes provide higher durability at lower storage cost, and thus constitute an attractive alternative to replication in distributed storage systems, in particular for storing rarely accessed “cold” data. These schemes, however, require an order of magnitude higher recovery bandwidth for maintaining a constant level of durability in the face of node failures. In this paper, we propose lazy recovery, a technique to reduce recovery bandwidth demands down to the level of replicated storage. The key insight is that a careful adjustment of recovery rate substantially reduces recovery bandwidth, while keeping the impact on read performance and data durability low. We demonstrate the benefits of lazy recovery via extensive simulation using realistic distributed storage configuration and published component failure parameters. For example, when applied to the commonly used RS(14,10) code, lazy recovery reduces repair bandwidth by up to 70\% even below replication, while increasing the amount of degraded stripes by 0.1 percentage points. Lazy recovery works well with a variety of erasure coding schemes, including the recently introduced bandwidth efficient codes, achieving up to a factor of 2 additional bandwidth savings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Erasure coding schemes, e.g. Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, are an attractive alternative to replication in distributed storage systems (DSS) as they enable an optimal balance between storage cost and data durability. They are considered a particularly good fit for storing rarely accessed “cold” data [3, 15], which constitutes an increasingly large fraction of the data in large-scale storage systems [21, 24].

However, broader adoption of erasure codes in cold-storage DSS is hindered by their excessive network demands when recovering data after node failures — the well-known repair bandwidth problem [25, 18, 27, 26]. Specifically, when a storage node fails, due to a hardware failure, for example, its contents must be promptly restored on another node in order to avoid data loss. Recovery of a single data block in an RS(n,k) erasure coded storage entails transferring k blocks from k surviving nodes over the network. In comparison, only one block is transferred to recover a single block in replication-based systems. This k-fold increase in recovery traffic results in sharp growth of the background steady-state network load, in particular in large-scale data centers where failure rates are high. For example, in a real Facebook DSS, up to 3\% of all the storage nodes fail each day [27]. Using RS(14,10)-encoded storage in this system results in hundreds of terabytes of daily recovery traffic through Top-Of-Rack (TOR) switches [26]. Thus, the network is busy even when the DSS itself is idle and does not serve any external users (as is usually the case for a cold-storage system), which increases its power consumption and prevents the nodes to enter sleep mode. Further, this traffic constitutes a significant portion of the total network volume, and grows with system scale and hard disc capacity. All these factors impede the adoption of standard erasure codes.

A common practice to cope with the growing network traffic is by throttling the network bandwidth available for recovery tasks. Doing so, however, increases the number of degraded stripes in an uncontrolled manner (stripes with one or more blocks lost or offline), which in turn dramatically affects read performance and data durability. A popular policy to smoothen this negative effect is to prioritize the recovery of the stripes with higher number of failed nodes [9, 26], thereby better utilizing the available limited bandwidth. However in general, network throttling does not effectively reduce the overall failure recovery traffic because the vast majority of failures gets recovered promptly — it was found that on average 98\% of degraded stripes in the Facebook DSS had only one failed block [26].

In this paper we propose lazy recovery, a technique to reduce the volume of network recovery traffic in an erasure-coded DSS to the level of 3-way replication but without losing the durability advantages of the former. The idea is simple: the recovery of degraded stripes can be delayed as long as the risk of data loss remains tolerable, thereby leveraging a non-linear tradeoff between recovery bandwidth and the probability of data loss. The key challenge, however, is to find a practical mechanism to put the system into the desired operating point on the tradeoff curve. For example, delaying the recovery until the number of alive nodes per stripe falls below a certain recovery threshold as was first suggested in TotalRecall peer-to-peer storage system [2], is not effective in a large-scale DSS scenario. We suggest new lazy recovery scheme which enables a fine-grain control of the system behavior and achieves significant bandwidth reduction at the expense of relatively small decrease in data durability and availability.

Realistic evaluation of our scheme requires estimating its influence on durability, availability and recovery bandwidth in a petabyte-scale DSS over several years of operation. Performing such evaluation on a real system is unrealistic. Therefore, we implemented a detailed distributed storage simulator — \textit{ds-sim} \textsuperscript{1}, which simulates long-term steady-state DSS behavior. The simulator takes as an input a system configuration and a data encoding and recovery scheme, and runs by simulating failures in major failure domains (disk, machine, rack), latent block failures, machine replacement, as well as enforces a global network limit.

\textsuperscript{1} \textit{ds-sim} is available for download at https://code.google.com/p/ds-sim
We simulate a 3PB system using failure and recovery distributions from real traces of the failures of large-scale compute clusters [30] as well as publications characterizing production environments [7, 9, 30, 31, 23]. We evaluate several popular erasure coding schemes and show that our lazy recovery mechanisms are able to significantly reduce the repair bandwidth. For example, the repair bandwidth of RS(14,10) codes is reduced by a factor of 4, even below the level of 3-way replication. Furthermore, lazy recovery works well in conjunction with recently introduced locally-repairable (LRC) codes [25, 18], further reducing their repair bandwidth by half.

The main contributions of this paper are:

- A new mechanism for enabling significant repair bandwidth reduction in erasure coded storage and designed for a large-scale DSS
- A detailed DSS simulator ds-sim for evaluating long-term durability, availability and recovery bandwidth requirements of various storage schemes. ds-sim simulates realistic failure scenarios such as correlated failures, latent disc block failures and hardware replacement.
- Evaluation of the bandwidth requirements of different storage schemes using long-term traces and failure distributions from production large-scale storage systems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we provide an overview of erasure coding and the associated repair bandwidth problem. We describe the lazy recovery scheme in detail in section 3, present our distributed storage simulator in section 4, and evaluate lazy recovery in section 5. Section 6 describes related work, and section 7 concludes.

2. ERASURE CODES AND THE REPAIR BANDWIDTH PROBLEM

In this section we briefly explain the use of erasure codes in a DSS on the example of Reed-Solomon codes, and then explain the repair bandwidth problem. In an RS(n,k) storage system, each set of k data blocks of size b is encoded into n blocks of size b, forming a single data stripe. Each stripe comprises k systematic blocks, which store the original data content, and n-k additional parity blocks. 3-way replication can be thought of as a trivial form of RS coding with k = 1 and n = 3. The blocks in each stripe are distributed across n different storage nodes to provide maximum failure resilience. In a failure-free case, the original data can be retrieved without additional decoding by reading the contents of the respective systematic block. If, however, one or more of the systematic blocks is unavailable, the stripe is termed degraded. The contents of missing blocks can be reconstructed from any k stripe blocks from the surviving nodes.

As in replicated storage systems, the contents of failed nodes must be recovered to avoid eventual data loss. Recovery poses significant network bandwidth demands, and may induce significant load even when there are no external I/O requests. Reconstruction of a single data block requires the entire stripe's worth of data (k blocks) to be read. This translates to a bandwidth inflation of k; i.e., repairing b bytes requires b * k bytes to be transferred. Compare this with replication: repairing a lost block (replica) requires only one other block (replica) to be read. Our goal is to make the steady-state bandwidth requirements of erasure coded storage commensurate with that of replicated storage, while preserving the failure resilience advantages of erasure coding.

In the rest of this paper, we define a stripe as durable if enough of its blocks survive (even if not online) such that the stripe data can be reconstructed. On the other hand, a stripe is considered available if all its systematic blocks are online, so that no reconstruction is required to read the stripe.

In the next section, we show how lazy recovery limits recovery bandwidth while maintaining the high durability and availability of erasure-coded storage.

3. LAZY RECOVERY

The basic idea behind the lazy recovery scheme is to decrease the recovery rate, thereby reducing the required network bandwidth, but without significant impact on durability. Figure 1 provides intuition behind this approach. The graph shows the probability of a single data block loss over 10 years — a quantitative measure of the durability of data stored in a DSS — as a function of data recovery rate for the RS(14,10) encoding scheme. We use Markov chain model as in [12] to produce the graph. While it is well known that Markov models inflate the values of Mean-Time-To-Data Loss (MTTDL), they are still useful for qualitative analysis of system behavior [12]. This simple experiment highlights the diminishing returns of increasing recovery rate as the system becomes more durable; a single block loss probability of $10^{-19}$ over 10 years is, indeed, 10 times higher than $10^{-20}$, but it might save half of the recovery network traffic while still being sufficient for practical purposes.

The main challenge, however, is to design a practical mechanism to exploit this tradeoff in a real system.

Scheme I: Lazy recovery for all.

One possible solution inspired by the work done in the context of P2P storage networks [22, 2] is to postpone the reconstruction of failed blocks until the number of available blocks in a stripe reaches a given recovery threshold r. For example, for RS(15,10) and r = 13, the system will wait for two blocks in a stripe to fail before triggering the stripe recovery. Intuitively, the probability of permanent data loss with lazy recovery using RS(15,10) encoding should be roughly equivalent to that of the original RS(14,10) with eager recovery,
Since in both schemes recovery is triggered when 13 blocks are still alive.

Delaying recovery yields two advantages: first, we can recover two blocks for almost the same network cost as recovering one—to recover one block, one must read ten and write one (a total of 11x bandwidth per recovery), while to recover two, one still reads ten, but writes two (total 12x bandwidth, or 6x amortized bandwidth per recovery); Second, if a block is unavailable due to a transient event, such as a network outage, delaying its recovery allows it more time to come back on its own (e.g. when network connectivity is restored), thus avoiding a redundant repair.

This basic lazy recovery scheme might seem similar to the standard practice of delaying recovery of failed nodes by a fixed amount of time, (usually 15 minutes [9]) to avoid unnecessary repairs of short transient failures. The main difference, however, is that the lazy scheme does not transfer any data until the recovery is required regardless of how much time passed after the failure, and then restores multiple blocks in a batch, thereby transferring strictly less data than the standard delayed recovery scheme.

Lazy recovery was originally proposed in the context of TotalRecall peer-to-peer storage system, but it is not efficient enough for a DSS. Our simulation shows (Figure 2) that decreasing the recovery threshold by one may dramatically increase the number of degraded stripes. For example, for the RS(15,10) scheme, the recovery threshold \( r = 12 \) results in about 30% of all stored stripes to be always degraded. On the other hand, increasing the repair threshold results in about 30% of all stored stripes to be always de-

**Scheme II: Lazy recovery only for transient failures.**

The inefficacy of Scheme I stems from the fact that stripes that become degraded through permanent failure events stay degraded without being repaired for too long (since a crashed hard disc will never recover on its own, whereas transient failures eventually recover even without explicit recovery procedure). Hence, we need to refine our scheme to distinguish between permanent disk failures and transient ma-

**Scheme III: Dynamic recovery threshold.**

Scheme II can be improved by dynamically adjusting the recovery policy depending on the state of a whole system. We introduce a system-wide limit on the number of degraded stripes with permanently lost blocks. Whenever a permanent failure event causes the limit to be exceeded, we temporarily raise the system-wide recovery threshold until the number of such stripes is reduced. Note that enforcing system-wide limits and applying global policy changes such as the one used in this scheme can be efficiently carried out in a centrally-managed well-maintained DSS but might be unrealistic in a much less controlled peer-to-peer storage environment.

In what follows, we first describe our evaluation methodology, and then present results to demonstrate the efficacy of this enhanced lazy recovery scheme.

### 4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

Evaluating the efficacy of lazy recovery in reducing repair bandwidth and its implications on availability and durability poses a challenge. It is not practical to run a prototype and measure those metrics, since it requires a large number of machines to run for years to get a statistically meaningful result.

As is common in other studies of storage systems [20, 9, 25], we use a combination of simulation and modeling: on the one hand, we build a distributed storage simulator ds-sim to estimate how repair bandwidth and availability are affected by a combination of failure events, hardware configuration, coding scheme and recovery strategy. On the other hand, to capture unrecoverable data loss events, which are extremely rare especially for erasure codes, we use a Markov chain model to compare the durability of different coding schemes.

#### 4.1 Simulation For Bandwidth And Availability Estimation

*ds-sim* simulates the system behavior over several years. For example, in our simulations we used one decade. The
inputs include hardware configuration specifications, such as disk sizes and global network capacity, statistical properties of the failure and recovery distributions of the storage system components, and the data encoding scheme. The simulator returns steady-state and instantaneous values of network bandwidth utilization, number of degraded stripes, number of permanently lost blocks, as well as various other dynamic system properties.

ds-sim consists of four main building blocks (Figure 3):

Storage system configuration.
ds-sim simulates a commonly used 3-tier tree structure of the storage components, including racks, machines, and disks. Each higher-level component can have multiple lower-level components as its children. If a parent component fails, all its children are marked unavailable, effectively simulating failures in a single failure domain.

Storage scheme simulation.
As in real systems, the data is stored in blocks [10, 28, 3]. Multiple blocks form a stripe. Data within each stripe is either replicated or erasure-coded: for n-way replication, a stripe comprises all replicas of a block; for for RS(n, k) encoding scheme, a stripe comprises k original blocks and n−k parity blocks. ds-sim randomly chooses n racks to store n blocks of a stripe in different failure domains, following the standard practices in production settings [9].

Failure events generation.
ds-sim generates failure and recovery events for each hardware component using either synthetic probability distributions or failure traces. Some events, e.g. machine failures, are generated offline before the simulation, but others, such as lazy recovery events, depend on the dynamic system behavior and are created during the runtime simulation.

We incorporate separate failure and recovery distributions for each storage component: disk, machine, and rack.

- **Disk Failures**: These include both latent failures and permanent disk failures. Latent failures damage random disk sector affecting a single data block. They are detected and recovered during periodic reads of the entire disk content, a technique called scrubbing [7, 9]. Permanent disk failures are assumed to be unrecoverable, permanently damaging all blocks on the disk.

- **Machine Failures**: These include transient failures (which do not damage the component disks), and permanent disk failures (which also take down the component disks). Transient failures are commonly attributed to network slowdown or maintenance. Permanent failures represent server hardware upgrades, which reportedly occur once in three years [8]. Consequently, recovery from permanent machine failures is assumed to start immediately after failure. However, recovery from temporary machine failures begins after a specified timeout, e.g. 15 minutes [9], if the lazy policy dictates it.

- **Rack Failures**: Rack failures are assumed to be transient (that is, they do not damage the component servers).

While we do not explicitly simulate correlated failures for each component in isolation, the dominant failure domains are simulated via higher-level components inducing failures on all the components they contain.

![Figure 4: Markov model for evaluating durability of lazy recovery, permitting three unrecovered failures.](image)

Note that ds-sim allows users to specify different models or parameters for different groups of components. For example, one group of disks can be configured as 2-year old and another group can be configured as new, so they can have different failure rates.

Runtime simulation.
Finally, by combining all the above information, ds-sim performs a runtime simulation, recording all instantaneous properties of the system including repair bandwidth and the number of degraded stripes. Note that ds-sim is not designed to estimate the read or write performance of the system. The simulator tracks every block in the system. A stripe to which the block belongs is marked as available, unavailable, degraded, or lost, depending on the state of its respective blocks and the simulated storage scheme. For n-way replication schemes, the degraded state is irrelevant because a stripe is either available when at least one of its block is online, or unavailable otherwise. For an RS(n, k) erasure-coding scheme, a stripe is marked as degraded if there are less than n blocks, and as unavailable or lost if there are less than k blocks.

4.2 Markov Model For Durability Estimation
ds-sim can be used to estimate the durability of the system. However, it has been observed [12] that for erasure-coding schemes, durability loss events happen so rarely that the simulation requires a very large number of iterations to get a statistically meaningful result. Therefore, we resort instead to a Markov model to obtain durability results [13]. Compared to simulation, Markov models are known to inflate the absolute values of durability, but they are useful for comparison purposes [14].

We use standard parallel repair model for replication and erasure codes [12]. Lazy recovery is modeled by removing the recovery transition from states that have more available chunks than the recovery threshold. Figure 4 presents the model for the lazy recovery scheme with four parity nodes and the recovery delayed until three nodes fail. The state labels represent the number of failed nodes. Note that this approach ignores the dynamic recovery threshold increase in our actual scheme.

Armed with ds-sim and the Markov model, we now proceed to evaluate the efficacy of our lazy recovery scheme.

5. RESULTS
We simulate a DSS storing 3PB of data, running for one decade. Figure 6 describes each type of failure we simulate, and lists our failure model parameter choices and their sources. $W(\gamma, \lambda, \beta)$ refers to a Weibull distribution, while $Exp(\lambda)$ refers to an exponential distribution. Figure 5 lists
the storage system parameters we used. We ask the following questions: How effective is our lazy recovery scheme in controlling repair bandwidth? and what is its impact on data availability and durability?

Figures 7 and 8 answers both questions. It compares several representative storage schemes along the dimensions of interest. The label for the lazy schemes is constructed as \(n\)-\(k\)-\(r\), where \((n, k)\) identifies the encoding scheme, and \(r\) is the recovery threshold. The candidate schemes we evaluate are: 3-way replication, the original RS(14,10), RS(14,10) with lazy recovery (14-10-12), and RS(15,10) with lazy recovery (15-10-12).

We also compare lazy recovery with two recently introduced repair-efficient erasure coding schemes: Xorbas(16,10,12) [27] and Azure(16,12,14) [18]. Finally, we combine these repair efficient codes with lazy recovery (Xorbas+LAZY), (Azure+LAZY), setting the repair threshold to 12 and 14 respectively.

All the results are normalized against 3-way replication. The data label at the top of each bar group shows the actual value of the replication data point.

![Figure 5: Simulation Parameters](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total data</td>
<td>3 PB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk cap</td>
<td>750 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disks/machine</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machines/rack</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth cap for repair</td>
<td>650 TB/day [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>10 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num iterations</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7: The storage requirements and repair bandwidth of lazy recovery versus non-lazy schemes](image)

We see from Figure 7 that the lazy recovery schemes yield a 4x reduction in repair bandwidth compared to basic erasure coding, with 70% of this savings coming from masking of transient failures, while the remaining 30% is from block recovery amortization (this breakup is not shown in the graph). We outperform repair-efficient Azure and Xorbas coding schemes in this respect by more than a factor of 6. In fact, we even outperform full replication, which, being less reliable (and non-lazy), experiences a larger number of recovery events. We note that the average repair bandwidth computed by the simulator is lower by about a factor of 4 than that reported by Facebook [26], in part because the size of the Facebook DSS is by 50% larger than that of size of the simulated DSS. However the exact DSS size is not specified in the paper, and we deduce it using other publications about Facebook DDS [27].

The impact of lazy recovery on durability and availability is shown in Figure 8. First, we compare the fraction of degraded data in each of the candidate schemes. We see that lazy recovery increases this fraction by over 2 orders of magnitude compared to 3-way replication. When compared to RS(14,10), however, we only increase this fraction by a factor of 2, from 0.1%, to 0.2%. Arguably, negligible availability loss should result from 0.2% of the cold data being degraded. We observe a more significant impact on the probability of data loss. Yet, it is still about two orders of magnitude better than in replicated storage. Further, the actual change in durability depends on the coding scheme. For example, Xorbas+LAZY is only 6× more likely to lose data than the original Xorbas scheme.

Figure 9 shows that the bandwidth savings we predict using our failure models are even more modest that what we obtain with actual failure traces [30]. We used trace 19 and 20 from the CFDR repository to inform ds-sim’s failure events generator. Each row in the figure represent one trace. As we can see, here lazy recovery achieves significant repair bandwidth savings, up to 20× for the (15-10-12) scheme, with only twice higher number of degraded stripes.

![Figure 8: The probability of data loss, unavailable data and the portion of degraded stripes of lazy recovery versus non-lazy schemes](image)

6. RELATED WORK

Erasure coding in general, and repair bandwidth optimization in particular, both have a rich literature; we provide a brief overview of each here, and explain how our solution fits in their context. We then close this section with a description of previous uses of lazy recovery in storage systems.
Erasure coding schemes have been adopted in both industrial and research storage systems [23, 18, 17, 22, 2, 16, 1], due to their provably optimal storage-durability tradeoff. Among them, Reed-Solomon codes are widely used; however, in the presence of node failures, they require an order of magnitude higher recovery bandwidth compared to replication schemes. To address this problem, recent systems [5, 18, 26] turn to bandwidth-efficient erasure coding as we will describe next.

**Bandwidth-efficient erasure coding.**

New erasure coding schemes have been proposed to optimize repair bandwidth: Regenerating codes [6] achieve theoretically optimal recovery bandwidth for a given storage footprint, but they are currently impractical since they require splitting data into an exponential number of chunks [29]. Recent work [19] describes the application of bandwidth efficient codes for distributed storage, but they require twice as much storage, and reduce the bandwidth only by half. Another set of codes being adopted at Facebook (Xorbas) [5, 27] reduces bandwidth demands by half for the first failure, with about 15% extra storage cost. Local Reconstruction Codes [18] (LRC) in Windows Azure Storage uses additional parity blocks constructed using subsets of the systematic blocks, which allows repair to be accomplished using fewer block reads on average. Piggiback codes [26] suggest an elegant scheme that reduces the repair bandwidth by 25%.

Instead of designing new coding schemes, our work seeks to reduce repair bandwidth by delaying repair to the time when it is really necessary. We believe that this approach is orthogonal to the choice of the coding scheme and can be combined with any scheme to provide better bandwidth usage. For example, as we have shown in evaluation, it is effective for both Reed-Solomon codes and bandwidth efficient codes like the Xorbas(16,10), and Azure(16,12) codes.

Another idea complementary to our work is to optimize recovery by minimizing the amount of redundant information read from different nodes [20].

**Lazy recovery in storage systems.**


As far as we know, our work is the first to apply this idea to erasure coding schemes in data centers, and evaluate it with realistic failure models for this setting.

### 7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we show that our refined lazy recovery helps amortize repair bandwidth costs, making erasure coding a viable alternative for cold data storage. Further, we demonstrate the inherently non-linear relationship between repair bandwidth needs and number of degraded stripes, and show that this curve needs to be carefully straddled to achieve the desired reduction of bandwidth overhead while retaining control over degraded stripes (and hence data durability). Our lazy recovery scheme achieves this by dynamically adjusting the recovery threshold for permanent failures depending on the whole system state, while performing lazy recovery of transient ones. We show through simulations that this scheme reduces repair bandwidth by a factor of 4 for the popular Reed Solomon 10-of-14 code—making it comparable to 3-way replication overheads—while retaining high levels of durability and availability.
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